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TASMAC-School  of  Business  organized its  Knowledge Exchange Forum on April  29th 2009,  at  Le 
Royce Hotel. The subject of the forum was ‘Secrets to successful Execution’. The panel encompassed 
industry honchos -
Mr. Shailesh Niyogi, Director of Corporate Affairs, TASMAC, 
Mr. M. Narasimhappa – Chief Commissioner of Income Tax (CCA), Pune, 
Mr. Mohan Nair – Business Director – South Asia, ArthroCare Corporation 
Mr. Coumara Radja – Senior General Manager – Export, Lupin Pharma.

Mediating the Forum, Mr. Niyogi affirmed the importance played by “Execution” in every organization 
for producing optimal output. Proper Execution is the Key to achieve desired outcome for any given 
process or plan.

The forum highlighted the importance of execution especially in these low economic times as these are 
the times when companies cannot afford to give output less then 100%. Mr. Narsimhappa shared his 
experiences from the Income TAX sector. He said that, “execution is person based, where the right people 
can work on the set processes to create an error free output.” Adding further, Mr. Narasimhappa said that 
“if people are open to innovations, be creative & curious towards their work, small amounts of efforts will 
draw successful results.”

Mr. Mohan Nair, a man with a vision to make Arthocare Corporation a top ranking company said that, 
“execution is a way to link 3 core processes namely, the people, the strategy & operations. He added that, 
successful execution is possible with a well read and well informed leader who can communicate well 
with his team.”
Mr. Coumara Radja, an avid reader and a visiting faculty at IIMs said that, “Execution is the missing link 
between aspirations & results and thoughtful execution is delivering performance through values which 
are balanced between the heart, head & hands.”

Concluding the forum, Mr. Niyogi thanked the esteemed panelists on behalf of TASMAC and said that 
TASMAC was glad to be organizing such informative forums wherein there is information flow from 
renowned industry personalities and participants get an opportunity to get hands-on practical information 
relevant to the industry.
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